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“On a summer day in 1941 in Nazi-occupied Poland, half of the town of Jedwabne bru-

tally murdered the other half: 1,600 men, women and children—all but seven of the

town’s Jews.” This statement, which appears on the back cover of Neighbors, provides

the most concise summary of Jan T. Gross’s book. Neighbors deserves careful reading

and serious critique. This is not just a well-written story. This is historiography.1

Many historians may envy the author the impact his small volume has had.

Within a year it has been published in Polish, English, German, and Hebrew; major

newspapers in Europe, North America, and Israel have reviewed it or commented

upon it. It caused heated controversy and the largest public historical debate ever in

Poland. At least 300 articles on the book, the crime, and its contemporary conse-

quences have appeared in the Polish press, along with innumerable discussions on TV,

radio, the Internet, and in public gatherings. Major statements on the topic have been

issued by the president of Poland, ministers, parliamentarians, the Roman Catholic

hierarchy, and most prominent intellectuals.

Gross, an émigré sociologist and historian who has lived in the United States for

thirty years and who is author of two outstanding studies on Poland under the German

and Soviet occupations,2 has overcome the decades-long process of public forgetting

of a crime that ended the history of the Jedwabne Jewish community. As a consequence

of the publication of Neighbors and of the ensuing debate, a monument commemo-

rating the crime was dedicated in Jedwabne in a 2001 ceremony attended by major

public figures, and ninety percent of Polish respondents now recognize the name of the

town as the place of the crime.

This article does not address the debate over Gross’s book; that issue deserves a

separate, lengthier analysis. Those interested may consult numerous articles that have

been published on the topic.3 While this essay benefits from the diverse body of criti-

cal comments presented in the debate so far, it focuses on Gross’s book and on the

crime itself.4

Both the subject matter and the writer’s skill contribute to the powerful impact

Neighbors has had on readers, whether or not they agree with its conclusions. Discus-
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sion of the Polish-Jewish past is now nearly unimaginable without reference to Jed-

wabne. The book encouraged a new wave of research and reflection that has expanded

our knowledge well beyond the history of one town.5 If Neighbors were simply poorly

researched and written, as some of Gross’s critics charge, it would not have been so in-

fluential. However, this does not mean the book is flawless.

Two of Gross’s key claims are open to question, casting doubt upon certain gen-

eral conclusions of the book. There are good reasons to believe that “half of the town”

did not commit murder and that the victims did not number 1,600. To raise such

doubts is not to deny the fact that a large group of Poles were involved or to alter judg-

ment upon the crime and its participants. Nor should it weaken the impetus to revise

rosy narratives about Polish-Jewish relations. It may, however, change perceptions of

the event, its explanation, and consequently its meaning.

The available evidence is far from sufficient to confirm the number of victims

with satisfactory precision; estimates vary from 300 to 1,600. Nor can we responsibly

state the names or number of perpetrators, aside from the several men whose partici-

pation seemingly was proven in postwar trials. We do not know enough about the spe-

cific actions of the Germans present (or exactly how many of them were in town). We

can only surmise how and with whom the idea of the total killing originated. While we

possess details of certain events, we understand their sequence only in broad terms. A

number of eyewitness accounts raise doubts. (These comments also apply to a similar

massacre in the neighboring town of Radzil-ów.) Reading the book, historians may no-

tice the lack of qualifiers such as “probably” or “possibly,” which—probably—would

have deprived the book of a measure of its power. They might also have deprived some

readers of the illusion of certitude or understanding.

The evidence cited in the book comes mostly from two sets of sources: the post-

war accounts of a few Jewish survivors and records from the 1949–53 interrogations

and trials of the Polish perpetrators by the communist “Security Office” (Urząd Bez-

pieczeństwa, or UB) and the Polish courts. These sources provide a sufficient basis for

defining the major features of the crime: its genocidal character and horrifying cruelty,

the significant number of Polish participants, and the German involvement, which was

more limited than in hundreds of other massacres of Jews in the summer and autumn

of 1941. However, both groups of sources have limitations and can be interpreted in

divergent ways. German sources are virtually absent (Neighbors cites a few indirect

sources), and the book goes far beyond depicting the above features, opening the door

for legitimate controversy.

The only known direct evidence from the time that the crime was committed is

the mass graves of the victims. But because only a circumscribed archeological explo-

ration of the site was conducted, it has yielded no exact number of those buried there.

Nevertheless, experts agree that there are no more than 400–450 bodies. This figure is

compatible with the size of the barn that constituted the killing site (19 × 7 meters, or

62 × 23 feet).6 Moreover, it finds support in Polish prewar and Soviet wartime statis-
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tics. Prewar publications state that the town’s population consisted of forty percent

Jews and sixty percent Christians (the reverse of the figures cited in Neighbors), which

means there were approximately 1,000 Jews.7 Soviet data from September 1940 lists

1,400 Jews in the entire Jedwabne raion—the administrative unit that included the

towns of Radzil-ów and Wizna. Another Soviet document from 1940 states 562 Jews in

Jedwabne, approximately 500 in Radzil-ów, and 476 in Wizna, which totals 1,538.8

If the number of victims was approximately 500, what could have happened to

300–500 hundred Jedwabne Jews between the time of the Polish and Soviet statistics

and July 1941? One possible explanation is intensive migration: in September 1939 the

Germans sent many Jews into forced labor; during 1940–41 significant numbers of

Jews were deported into the Soviet interior; some Jews from Soviet-occupied Poland

migrated east in search of jobs; and after the German attack in June 1941 many Jews

tried to escape eastward. On the other hand, in this period Jedwabne also witnessed

the immigration of Jews from other localities, and the survivors’ accounts do not men-

tion a substantial population decline before the massacre. Thus the number of the vic-

tims cannot be definitively proven, although estimates ranging from 400–800 seem

much more plausible than those above 1,000.

Alexander B. Rossino rightly emphasizes that the failure to examine German

documents affected the depiction of events in Neighbors.9 While we know of no war-

time German documents bearing directly on Jedwabne, some evidence of relevant

German policies and actions in the newly conquered territory, especially the opera-

tions of the German Security Police, Gestapo, and SS units in the Bial-ystok region, is

available and provides essential context. The fact that exactly at the time of the Jed-

wabne murder Germans began the systematic killing of Jews in occupied territory de-

serves more attention. The context of the crime—the unfolding Nazi Holocaust—is

largely missing from the book.

The documents show that a wave of anti-Jewish violence by the local populace

followed Nazi orders to Germans to intensify efforts to encourage “self-cleansing” by

anticommunist and antisemitic activists. These orders came in response to Himmler’s

complaint, in late June 1941, that pogroms had not yet broken out in the Bial-ystok re-

gion.10 Documents from postwar investigations in several cases of German-organized

or incited assaults against Jews in the latter region show striking similarities to the

events in Jedwabne. For instance, a survivor testifying for a West German trial identi-

fied the German officer who had overseen the massacre in Radzil-ów. This officer likely

commanded the German detachments that arrived in Jedwabne two or three days later

and participated in the crime there.11 Similarities in these cases most likely are not in-

cidental and therefore cast doubt upon Gross’s assertion that the Germans’ role in Jed-

wabne was “limited, pretty much, to their taking pictures.”12 Notably, the orders to in-

cite pogroms included specific instruction to leave no trace of German involvement.

The reliability of the evidence presented at the 1949–53 trials is more problem-

atic than the author assumes. We learn from the book that in court many witnesses and
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defendants withdrew their testimonies given previously to the investigative authorities

(the UB). They claimed that the interrogating officers had coerced them into signing

the depositions. Although Gross admits that these allegations were “very plausible . . .

given the methods that were employed at the time by the UB,” he believes the mate-

rials produced can serve us well, because “this was not a political trial. . . . The matter

was handled as a routine case.”13

Inexperienced readers may conclude that unless the communist secret police

had political reasons to manufacture evidence, they provided a good source of infor-

mation. Yet UB officers routinely resorted to torture to make their work faster and eas-

ier, and to make suspects plead guilty or incriminate others. They evidently behaved

no differently with respect to the Jedwabne case. At least nine participants in the trial

confirmed this before the court: “At the interrogation I said what they [UB officers] de-

manded from me [because] I was beaten a lot”; “During the interrogation I was forced

to speak against other people, because I was beaten.”14

Statements made under such conditions may be of questionable value not only

because of the tendency to “minimize both the events and the extent of their [the de-

fendants’] own involvement,” as Gross rightly notes. It is particularly plausible that not

all those listed in the interrogation protocols had participated in the crime. Yet Gross

combines these names to reach a total of ninety-two Polish participants in the Jed-

wabne killing.

There is another reason to interpret the trial protocols cautiously. Gross asserts—

explicitly in the original Polish edition and implicitly in the English-language one—

that the accused did not blame the Germans because that would have been too obvi-

ous a lie. This assumption is incorrect. Every act of accusation has a legal basis, and the

line of defense must take this into account. In the Jedwabne case it was the August

1944 decree that targeted traitors and collaborators, not ordinary murderers (which

the book properly notes).15 The specific accusation against the men from Jedwabne was

that “acting in a manner that fostered the interests of the German state, [they] partic-

ipated in the apprehension of about 1200 persons of Jewish nationality,” who then

“were burned by the Germans in a barn.” Emphasizing the role of the Germans would

confirm that the crime of collaboration had taken place. Thus contrary to Gross’s as-

sertion, blaming the Germans would have constituted a poor line of defense.

Instead the testimonies consistently ascribe the key role in the crime to the mayor,

Marian Karolak (who disappeared in 1949). Although he did play a central role, in a le-

gal sense he also served as the main collaborator—the intermediary between the Ger-

mans and Poles. Most outspoken in downplaying German responsibility was Karol Bar-

doń, an unemployed mill worker who served as the closest collaborator with the German

gendarmes in July 1941. Bardoń later registered with the Deutsche Volksliste and wore

a German uniform. For unknown reasons the book treats him as an especially reliable

source. These arguments do not tell us what the Germans actually did in Jedwabne—

only that the protocols do not provide good evidence for the claim that the Germans
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were passive. Similarly, testimonies extracted by violent means may not be completely

false, but they require careful case-by-case examination and crosschecking of sources.

Jewish survivors’ accounts, which the author quotes extensively, are central to

Gross’s thesis. He devotes to them a separate chapter, “New Approach to Sources,” in

which he proposes an “in principal affirmative” approach towards the evidence. The

value of survivor testimonies is unquestionable, and they supply a large portion of our

knowledge of this crime, but historians should not ignore their limitations or abandon

critical standards. In several instances, sources cited in the book have been proven to

offer unreliable information.

The extreme case is that of Eliasz Grądowski. He testified to the Security Office

that he had witnessed the crime (he provided thirty-five names of alleged perpetrators),

but in reality he had been deported in 1940 into the Soviet interior. He returned to

Poland only after the war.16 Similarly unreliable is the testimony of Abram Boruszczak,

who reportedly was not present in the town during the war. Wiktor Niel-awicki recounts

that a Jedwabne Jewish delegation offered a gift to the Catholic bishop of L- omża to try

to induce him to prevent a pogrom and to intervene with the Germans on the Jews’ be-

half (p. 71). The story appears quite probable and the delegation’s reported effort fits

well with the centuries-old tradition of the role of the Jewish shtadlan (“court Jew”),

but the bishop of L- omża had been in hiding since 1939 and returned only in late July

1941.17 Despite its implausibility, this story remains in the foreign editions of Neigh-

bors without comment. Grądowski and Boruszczak are still cited as witnesses, although

Boruszczak’s name has been removed from the index.

Szmul Wasersztajn and Rivka Fogel, two other survivors cited in Neighbors, give

contradictory statements. Wasersztajn depicts a horrible scene of two Jewish mothers,

who—to avoid a cruel death at their Polish neighbors’ hands—drown their babies in a

pond and then attempt to commit suicide, in front of applauding gentiles. In Fogel’s

account, the gentiles came to rescue the two women, who attempted suicide because

of German, not Polish, persecution. Gross quotes Wasersztajn’s version of the event

and fails to mention Fogel’s, despite the fact that the author knew of Fogel’s account

and cited other portions of it elsewhere in the book.18

Wasersztajn’s testimony is crucial to Gross’s understanding of the crime. Waser-

sztajn attempts to provide a comprehensive narrative, which includes important events

that he evidently could not see (such as the meeting between Gestapo officers and the

town administration). He also offers contradictory information about the initiative for

the mass murder: first we read it was a German order, then we learn it was the idea of

their Polish counterparts and that Germans initially wanted to limit the massacre. Gross

favors the latter explanation. Although he removed from the book the explicit claim

that the Polish administration planned the murder, readers of the English-language

edition still learn that the Polish authorities “consulted” with the Germans (p. 72),

which implies that the plan originated with the former.

The book tends to present the town’s administration (i.e., Karolak and his dep-
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uties), as the “town council” or “councilors,” creating the impression it was a legitimate,

perhaps even representative, authority. How Karolak became the mayor is unclear. He

is not known to have had any public role before the war. His administration either was

appointed by the Germans, or took charge on its own initiative early in the German oc-

cupation and then was approved by the occupier. Gross states that this administration

made an agreement with Gestapo officers (p. 75). Such wording implies a partnership

between parties that were more than unequal; Mayor Karolak was the Germans’ sub-

ordinate. More likely, the Gestapo briefed Karolak and gave him orders.

At times Gross goes so far as to seemingly deny German participation in the

crime, for instance when he states “the 1,600 Jedwabne Jews were killed neither by the

NKVD, nor by the Nazis.” To be sure, he mentions the German presence and their ul-

timate responsibility, but it appears that the Germans contributed most through their

passivity—their decision not to intervene (p. 77). The German behavior in Jedwabne

differs from what we know about the extermination of hundreds of other Jewish com-

munities in occupied Poland; most likely they did not kill the Jews with their own hands

but it would be remarkable if their contribution to the crime consisted of no more than

taking photographs.

Of all the Jews who were in Jedwabne on the morning of July 10 only a handful

lived to see the evening. The killing was almost total and the perpetrators proved highly

efficient. Our retrospective knowledge of later episodes of the Holocaust obscures the

radical novelty of the genocidal crime in Jedwabne. This killing was different from the

pogroms that had taken place earlier in Eastern Europe.19 The wave of anti-Jewish vi-

olence that swept over the Ukraine in 1918–19 provides a suitable comparison. It is

rightly believed to have comprised the worst massacres of Jews since the Chmielnicki

rebellion in the seventeenth century, and the factors that seem to have contributed to

the crime in Jedwabne—ethnic resentment, prejudice, the stereotype of “Jewish Bol-

sheviks,” and greed—were not weaker or less widespread in the Ukraine in 1919. Henry

Abramson’s detailed analysis of the data on 1,300 pogroms in the Ukraine shows that

in thirty-six percent of them fewer than ten persons perished, in eighty-eight percent

the death toll was below one hundred, and in no case did the death rate even approxi-

mate that of Jedwabne. In general, eighty percent of Jewish families in the localities af-

fected by the Ukrainian pogroms survived without casualties.20 Had events in Jedwabne

been limited to attacks on Jewish houses and businesses by an excited mob of Poles,

the result likely would have resembled the pogroms in the Ukraine.

As of July 10, 1941, the extent of the killing in Jedwabne had few precedents even

among the mass murders that had taken place elsewhere behind the German-Soviet

front line, with or without participation by local populations. Jedwabne was by no means

the largest such killing—the first pogroms in Kaunas and Lwow (L’viv), each of which

resulted in several thousand deaths, took place almost concurrently. These killings,

however, targeted primarily Jewish males and amounted to a small fraction of the Jew-

ish population of these cities; they were massive but not total.
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Genocidal killing was new not only as a practice, but as an imaginable option as

well. As far as I know, such an idea had never appeared in prewar antisemitic writings

in Poland. Although the rhetoric of Polish antisemites was often eliminationist in

nature, they saw Jewish emigration as the “final solution of the Jewish question.”21 In

peasant culture, the image of Jews was highly ambiguous (as “close aliens” and “sacred

strangers”), and it by no means implied a genocidal response.22 Peasant mob violence

(which Neighbors cites as relevant) either in the nineteenth-century or in the 1930s,

had different aims and clearly was not meant to kill en masse.23

The genocidal outcome in Jedwabne can hardly be construed as the unintended

consequence of unorganized, largely chaotic actions by bloodthirsty perpetrators, as

Neighbors so vividly depicts. The episode was more an “organized evil,” to use Stanley

Milgram’s expression, than a cumulative effect of the “cacophony of violence,” as Gross

presents it.24 The killing was systematic and organized, and the “cacophony of vio-

lence” seems to have been orchestrated as part of a broader action that had a plan and

an order. The objective was total: to kill each and every Jew in the town. The sources

make clear that all Jews were to be gathered in the marketplace, that any attempts to

escape or hide were to be prevented, and that all who were in the market square were

to be killed. The goal and the result in Jedwabne were comprehensive, as measured by

the death rate.

Such highly efficient collective action requires organization. The mob’s limited

capacity for self-organization makes it an unlikely agent for effective genocidal killing,

which must be systematic. It takes a government or its substitute (such as a paramili-

tary group) to conduct a genocide.25 There are sound reasons, therefore, to believe that

the collective action that occurred in Jedwabne was of a character different from that

described in Neighbors. The book went too far in marginalizing the role of the state

(which appeared in its basic form, as the coercion-wielding organization that deter-

mines the conditions under which individuals may apply violence).

The plan was reportedly prepared or elaborated at the meeting between Gestapo

officers and the town’s administration (most sources date this July 10). On the morning

of July 10, members of the administration, usually with German gendarmes, visited

Polish residents. They ordered a number of men to gather at a designated location,

where sticks and clubs (which someone had to have stockpiled earlier) were distributed.

Polish conscripts were given specific assignments, such as driving the Jews to the mar-

ket square, keeping watch over those assembled, guarding the streets leading out of

town, and later escorting the Jews from the square to the barn outside town. The killing

of a few dozen Jewish men at an early stage of the action was apparently premeditated.

They were first forced to “exercise” or parade carrying a heavy Lenin statue, which ex-

hausted and humiliated them. They were then marched out of town and slaughtered in

small groups, which gave the executioners numerical superiority over the victims at the

killing site. Eliminating the able-bodied men helped decrease the risk of resistance in

the next stage, when the crowd of remaining beaten and terrorized Jews (mostly women,
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elderly and children) was driven to the barn. The apparently small scale of looting on

that day also indicates a level of organization and discipline. Eventually the adminis-

tration and Polish individuals took the victims’ property, but nothing along these lines

seems to have taken place during the massacre, which is most unusual for a pogrom.

The crime had a division of labor, which structured the collective action with var-

ious roles marked by different degrees of involvement in killing and use of violence. Be-

cause of their shocking deeds, the direct killers—“willing executioners” armed with iron

tools or wooden clubs—were most clearly remembered by witnesses. Those “standing

on the market square” guarded the assembled Jews (the only role to which defendants

in the 1949 trial were willing to confess). Others performed auxiliary tasks such as emp-

tying the barn beforehand. In contrast to the bloody deeds of the executioners, such

actions did not require moral savagery or hatred towards the victims; it is possible to

conclude that those who performed such assignments were obeying orders (though

prejudice and resentment of Jews may have helped them to do so). Between the ex-

tremes there were various other tasks marked by differing degrees of violence, such as

removing the Jews from their houses. The genocidal outcome resulted from all these

actions combined and coordinated.

By focusing on the direct killers’ acts, the book fails to emphasize sufficiently dif-

ferentiate levels of involvement and commitment among the participants, such as those

who joined unwillingly and under duress (including, reportedly, beating and threats

with firearms by the German gendarmes), or those who abandoned their posts at the

first opportunity. Testimonies at the trial refer to such participants, and this evidence

is difficult to square with Gross’s claim that the “local population involved in killing of

Jews did so of its own free will” (p. 133).26 Some killers clearly exercised free will, but

they were not the only people involved. Extrapolating witness accounts of “willing ex-

ecutioners” to the whole group of participants in the killing action obscures the partic-

ipants’ motivations and the character of the crime. It also blurs the division of labor

(and the fragmentation of responsibility it entails), which I believe to be crucial for un-

derstanding this crime.

This generalization, combined with the questionable figure of ninety-two partic-

ipants from Jedwabne, provides the basis of Gross’s claims that the “Polish half of the

town” murdered the Jewish half or that “ordinary Poles slaughtered the Jews.” Such

statements require stronger evidence than that offered by the book. First, the conclu-

sion that approximately fifty percent of the adult Polish male population of the town

participated in the crime seems based upon a mistaken assumption about the town’s

ethnic structure. As mentioned earlier, non-Jews made up sixty (not forty) percent of

the prewar population of 2,500. If ninety-two adult male Poles participated, that would

make twenty-five percent of the Polish population rather than fifty. Second, the figure

of ninety-two participants from Jedwabne alone seems too high, given that some of the

alleged killers’ names were produced under torture or by people who had not been eye-

witnesses. It is, of course, possible that other Poles who were not named in 1949 par-
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ticipated, but the number ninety-two, which appears in the book as “hard data,” would

then require new justification. There were many participants who contributed to the

crime in greater or lesser degree—perhaps more than ninety-two—but a significant

number of them came from outside Jedwabne (the book mentions “many peasants

from hamlets” who arrived in town). Although these peasants increased the absolute

number of participants, they cannot be included in calculating the participation rate

among Jedwabne Poles (“half of the town”). The above arguments are not meant to ad-

dress the question of Polish responsibility for the killings, but that of the killers’ “ordi-

nariness.” If sixty or eighty participants were from Jedwabne, they constituted fifteen

to twenty percent of the adult males, or four to five percent of all Polish residents.

Furthermore, the higher the number of participants we assume, the larger the

number of those whose involvement was involuntary or auxiliary. The participants, the

“willing executioners” in particular, were not a random sample. In all likelihood, when

carrying out the conscription (which did not include all the men in town) and handing

out various assignments, Mayor Karolak took into account the personality traits of the

residents with whom he was familiar. More important, during the day a self-selection

took place: various individuals joined or left the group of executioners by taking on or

shirking assignments. Therefore, the comparison to the “ordinary men” of the German

Reserve Police Battalion 101, who killed the Jews of Józefów (p. 120), is misleading.

The “ordinary men” presented in Christopher Browning’s book were drafted into their

unit, and they opted neither out nor in for the Józefów killings. Their selection into the

second-class Reserve Police had rather a negative connotation from both a military and

a Nazi ideological perspective. Those (exceptional) members of Battalion 101 who,

during anti-Jewish actions, tended not to be involved directly in killing were given aux-

iliary tasks such as guarding—i.e., tasks similar to those assigned to a number of Jed-

wabne Poles counted as participants in the crime of July 10.27

Gross’s previous book, Revolution from Abroad, contributed greatly to our

knowledge of the Soviet occupation of Poland during 1939–41. Likewise Neighbors of-

fers insights into the realities of Soviet occupation, which could have had an influence

on the crime at Jedwabne. The dynamics of collaboration may have induced some

wrongdoers in Jedwabne to serve subsequent totalitarian regimes. In broad terms, So-

viet rule undermined the social order and weakened respect for norms. With its mass

terror and incomprehensible rules, it implanted in many people a deep fear and a sense

of the world as cruel and chaotic. Such traumatic experiences can result in strange

thoughts, feelings, and behavior. Possibly some “ordinary men” ceased to be ordinary

and took a step towards becoming “willing executioners.”

Gross dismisses claims of Jewish collaboration with the Soviets, and certainly

there has been much exaggeration and unfounded generalization in this regard. But

genuine collaboration did occur, especially at the early stage of the Soviet occupation,

as many sources (including those well known to Gross) have testified.28

The causes and conditions for some Jews’ collaboration with the Soviets consti-
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tute a separate question. Its consideration should include factors such as the “compar-

ative advantage” of Soviet rule vis-à-vis the Nazis and the poor record of Polish prewar

minority policies. Taking into account the “visibility effects” and possible bias of rele-

vant reports, we do not have sufficient basis to prove or disprove that “enthusiastic Jew-

ish response to the entering Red Army was not a widespread phenomenon.” But the

claim that “it is manifest that the local non-Jewish population enthusiastically greeted

entering Wehrmacht units in 1941 and broadly engaged in collaboration with the Ger-

mans” is by no means stronger. Putting these two claims on the same page (p. 155)

seems to reflect a certain asymmetry in the author’s approach.

If the anti-Jewish action in Jedwabne was co-organized by the Germans, the

1949 trial was correct in accusing the participants of collaboration, i.e., treason. To

what extent did these Poles cooperate in the anti-Jewish action because it was directed

against the Jews whom they wanted to harm (because of ethnic hatred and greed), and

to what extent because they were ready to collaborate with the Germans, including, or

in particular, in anti-Jewish actions? Events in the fall of 1939 may shed some light. In

September 1939, soon after the German invasion of Poland, Jedwabne was taken by

the Germans and, after a few weeks, handed to the Soviets on the basis of the German-

Soviet agreement on the partition of Poland. There were no acts of collaboration at that

time. There is no sign of assaults on Jedwabne Jews, although the Germans did not hide

their anti-Jewish attitude. Evidently a significant shift occurred in the relationship

among Poles, Jews, and Germans before the Germans returned in 1941. Preexisting

anti-Jewish resentments and traditions of peasant violence were likely a necessary but

not sufficient condition for Polish participation in the crime of July 10. Had they been

a sufficient factor, some form of anti-Jewish violence might have broken out in Jed-

wabne in 1939. The specific factors of time and place seem to have greater explanatory

power than such general factors, which Neighbors emphasizes.

A few other conditions are worth mentioning here. The known cases of direct

and collective Polish collaboration in the killing of Jews are geographically and tempo-

rally concentrated. Investigations following the publication of Neighbors brought to

the fore documentation of anti-Jewish assaults in several towns in the L- omża region

(including Wąsosz, Radzil-ów Szczuczyn, Stawiski, and Goniądz) located a few miles

from one another, all during a few weeks in the summer of 1941.29 To explain the con-

centration we may look beyond the fact that “pogromists” moved from one town to an-

other (as noted in Neighbors), and that German units in the area were implementing

orders to induce “self-cleansing” actions.

The Soviet occupation may explain why Polish collaborators in Jedwabne could

perceive as liberators the same German army that several months earlier, in 1939, had

been seen as an invaders and enemies. In central and western Poland—in the Gener-

algouvernement and the areas incorporated into the Reich—Germans never appeared

as liberators. For their part, the Germans held the Poles too much in contempt and

feared them too greatly to encourage them to engage in organized collaboration. They
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quickly cooled the ardor of the handful of incorrigible Germanophiles; the river of Pol-

ish blood they eagerly spilled set them against the rest of the population. The devel-

opment of a significant Polish underground movement and the widespread recogni-

tion of the Polish government-in-exile in London as the legitimate national leadership

also contributed to a lack of organized Polish collaboration. The history of the German

occupation is burdened with the problems—still awaiting thorough research—of in-

dividuals rendering services to Germans, of scattered cases of collaboration (including

the persecution of Jews), of “private” preying on Jewish tragedy and defenselessness,

as well as the “gray zone” of accommodation to the conditions of occupation. But it is

virtually free of the problem of Polish collaborationist organizations or leaders, unlike

in some other countries.30

Poles under the Soviet occupation perceived Soviet rule as the worst possible

outcome, and the Soviets were much more effective in destroying the Polish under-

ground and the leadership strata in general. Thus the reactions to German entry in 1941

were initially different from those in central and western Poland. In Jedwabne, some

pro-German leadership emerged among local Poles; it was ready and willing to collab-

orate against the Jews and able to involve other Poles. In the areas east of the L- omża re-

gion, ethnic groups other than Poles and Jews were prominent, a factor that altered

Polish reactions to the 1941 German invasion. Lithuanian and Ukrainian nationalists

were quick to establish armed organizations that, among others, took part in killing

Jews, as designated in the German orders for “self-cleansing.” Local Poles, aware of the

anti-Polish resentment of former Ukrainian and Lithuanian minorities, felt insecure;

they were often afraid that they would be targeted next after the Jews. This may explain

why the participants in the Jedwabne killing were Polish, but in the cases of the

pogroms in Wilno (Vilnius) and Lwow (as well as in other towns in the former Eastern

Poland) the participants were mainly Ukrainian and Lithuanian, although both cities

had large Polish populations.

It is difficult to agree with Gross that the origin of the idea to kill all the Jews of

Jedwabne is an academic question (p. 74). If it originated locally, with Karolak or his

associates, we might then speak of “holocausts”: besides the Nazi Holocaust, there

were other, smaller holocausts, which emerged coincidentally and independently. This

unstated conclusion of the book fits well with Gross’s portrayal of a spontaneous, grass-

roots pogrom. But an insufficiently documented, controversial, and in some respects

seemingly unique event does not provide a satisfactory basis for so radically changing

our understanding of the Holocaust and for depriving the Nazis of its authorship.
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